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Basic stand: The target stand comes pre-assembled, except for optional accessories. The lynch pin connects
the two stand sections together. Remove the legs thumb screw hardware, rotate each support leg downward &
align holes, replace thumbscrew hardware and tighten "snug" only".
The basic stand will hold two targets. Great for rifle and handguns.

The basic stand: Besides holding the two targets, the stand can also hold & support a piece of plywood or
cardboard to allow using paper targets. Place the paper target towards the center away from steel stand frame
behind it.

Optional extension: This all steel extension with hardware quickly and easily lynch pins in between the two
sections of the stand and you can then add a third hanging target.

Target Selections:
You can select three target sizes and two steel materials.
AR500 steel:
12" square x 3/8" thick
8" square x 3/8" thick
6" square x 3/8" thick (lighter weight of this target makes it suitable for smaller caliber)
Recommended for magnum handguns and rifles including:
.22 - .50 caliber pistols
.22lr - .30-06 & .223/5.56, 5.45x39, 7.62x39 caliber rifles
.410 - 20 Shotgun gauge

A36 mild steel:
12" square x 1/2" thick
8" square x 1/2" thick.
Recommended for most handguns (excluding magnum) from 10 or more yards.

RSW Industries target products have been designed and engineered for a long life of shooting enjoyment
but are not recommended to be used with armor-piercing rounds, RPGs, bazookas, tanks, bunkerbusters, nor missiles of any kind.

Optional “Bullseye sticker”: For sighting in rifles we have an optional "peel & stick" bullseye sticker. The
stickers are for our 12” square targets only. They have a red center dot and also have both vertical and
horizontal lines spaced 1" apart radiating out from the center dot. The lines spacing give reference for how
far from the center dot for sighting & scope adjustments.
Sold in quantities of 12.

Optional Torso Target Brackets: A set of two brackets which use a portion of the top threads of the existing
eye bolts to secure them. The user provides 1" x 2" x 6 foot or 8 foot furring strips. The furring strips pass
through the bracket tubes and are secured by the thumbscrews. You can tape / secure a paper torso target at a
person's normal torso height and shoot away.

Optional Shooting Shelf: The shooting shelf kit uses the two torso target brackets with an added steel shelf. So
the kit will include the two torso target brackets and the shelf.
The brackets attach and secure the same way as described in the Torso Target Bracket Kit. The steel shelf has
two steel tube legs with a hole in one wall of each leg near the bottom. The hole in each leg lines up with the
thumb screws in each torso target bracket. The thumbs screws are tightened and pass through the hole and into
the tube legs and clamp the legs tight against the bracket tubes.
The shelf will hold a variety of targets such as pop cans, tin cans, bowling pins, etc. It also has a few holes that
you can push long type gold tees into and then shoot at golf balls, tennis balls, or see if you are good enough to
hit the tee!

An important feature, “Rounds to the ground.” Our testing shows that the way the targets hang the majority of the
rounds that hit the targets are directed to the ground. They can go sideways, at an angle to the ground, but the majority of
times they go to the ground. However this does not imply that absolutely every round will be directed to the ground
therefore rounds may not ricochet to the ground. Please see our consumer product warning.

RSW Industries target products have been designed and engineered for a long life of shooting enjoyment
but are not recommended to be used with armor-piercing rounds, RPGs, bazookas, tanks, bunkerbusters, nor missiles of any kind.

Consumer Product Warning
RSW assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of this product. “You” are responsible for the safe
use of these target products. Assure you are shooting at a safe distance, in an access restricted area which
will protect you, others, animals and property from ricocheting rounds. This caution cannot cover all
possible conditions and situations that may occur. It is understood by the user that common sense and
appropriate cautions are factors that cannot be built into these products and can only be exercised by the
user.

